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The site Chemical Hygiene Officer or CHO is responsible for maintaining the binder. Office
staff should be aware of it’s location as well in case the CHO is unavailable during an
inspection.
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All of these records are vital for site compliance and are subject to review by regulatory
agency inspectors, most notably county Department of Environmental Health Hazardous
Materials Division inspectors. Regulations require that these records be maintained on site
for a minimum of 3 years.
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Must be posted in areas that use chemicals such as science rooms, art classes, graphic arts,
woodshops, auto shops, & custodial. keep a copy in the hazardous materials binder.
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S ites that generate hazardous waste on more than one occasion in a 3 year period,
( ex cluding sharps and universal wastes) , must be permitted.
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Permit must be posted in a conspicuous location and preferably in the main office. It’s
advisable that several people know the location of the posted permit in the event of a
County DEH inspection.

In addition to fines associated with the removal of the permit, sites can be fined for noncompliance with any environmental health & safety regulation. Some of these fines area
set amount, others can be multiplied by each day of non-compliance.
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When hazardous waste is removed from a site an EPA ID number which is site specific, ( the
EPA ID # can be temporary or permanent depending on the type and frequency of
hazardous waste generated), is needed and a manifest is generated.
The ID Number and manifest enable regulators to track the waste from its origin to final
disposal (“cradle to grave.”) With some exceptions, hazardous waste generators must have
an ID Number before a registered hazardous waste transporter will accept the waste for
shipment. All hazardous waste transporters and permitted treatment, storage and disposal
facilities must have ID numbers. Hazardous Waste generators are responsible for their
waste forever.
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When waste is picked up from a site the transporter will have a manifest which must be
signed by the site as well as the transporter. This verifies that the site acknowledges that
waste was generated at it’s facility and that a licensed transporter accepted the waste for
delivery to its final destination. At this point you will receive a copy of the manifest for your
records, the district is also required to send a copy to the state.
Any time the waste changes hands the entity releasing the waste and the party accepting it
must sign the manifest. When the waste reaches its final destination that facility signs the
bottom of the manifest and sends a copy to the state and the waste generator. This final
copy is the most important copy and must be saved for a minimum of 3 years.
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The management plan is required for facilities that generate medical waste such as used
hypodermic needles commonly called “sharps”. A copy of the plan must be kept at each
site generating medical waste.
The Limited Quantity Hauler Exemption allows District Warehouse delivery drivers to pick
up & transport the full sharps containers.
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These documents are similar to a hazardous waste manifest and verify to regulators that
the waste was removed from the site and delivered to our warehouse. Copies must be
maintained at the school site for 3 years.
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Ocean B lue currently manages the sharps program for the district under the direction of
the Safety Office. Sites needing sharps waste removed contact Ocean B lue via phone, fax or
e-mail.
• Ocean B lue will coordinate your pick up request with District Distribution Services staff
• On your normally scheduled delivery day a new red sharps container & and shipping
bucket will arrive for your use.
• Place the full red sharps container inside the shipping bucket and firmly secure the lid.
Ensure the bucket is properly labeled.
• Notify the custodial staff to remove the shipping bucket which will be picked up on the
next normal delivery date.
• Prior to the waste being taken this tracking document must be signed by the site
representative & the Distribution driver. The site representative should keep a signed
copy on file for compliance inspector review.
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The District’s Universal Waste program is managed by Energy Utility Management at
Physical Plant Operations (PPO) for Batteries & Lamps. Any questions regarding this
program should be directed to Energy Utility Management at PPO. CRT’s and certain other
electronic waste are managed thru Materials Control.

When your containers have been stored for six months or more,
contact PPO Work Order Desk in any of the following ways:
Lamps & Batteries
Contact PPO Work Order Desk in any of the following ways:
•
iService Desk Work Request
•
E-mail: E-mail your request to workrequest@sandi.net
•
Telephone: Call the PPO Work Order Desk at 858-627-7250
For labels go to:
http://www.sandi.net/Page/873

Electronics: Certain electronic devices are also considered
universal waste. These materials are handled through the
District’s Materiel Control office, including computer monitors,
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televisions, cell phones, VCR’s, computer CPU’s, and portable
DVD players.
CRT’s & Other Electronics
Materiel Control: (858) 522-5850
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California Code requires sites to maintain an inventory of all hazardous substances used or
stored in the work place as well as Material Safety Data Sheets for these products.
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Manufacturers of products for sale in the United States are required by law to prepare and
provide to consumers Material Safety Data Sheets for their products. These sheets provide
guidance to consumers on any hazardous constituents in the product, personal protective
equipment needed during use, first aid treatment if the user is exposed, what to do in the
event of a spill and other pertinent information.
Employers are required to maintain copies of MSDS for all the products in use, provide
training to employees on how to read MSDS and make MSDS readily available to
employees, their representatives and physicians as well as regulatory agencies.
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This plan was developed by Risk Management and has been delivered, as part of the
Hazmat Binder, to all secondary sites with science laboratories.
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California Code requires written procedures for the handling, storage & disposal of
hazardous materials & hazardous wastes.
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This manual was developed to provide guidance to sites which handle or store hazardous
materials and/or hazardous wastes.
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A variety of Federal, State & Local codes and ordinances require employers to train
employees, including supervisors, in order to keep them informed of code requirements,
provide them the knowledge needed to safely perform their assigned tasks, and to ensure
the protection of the environment as well as the general public.
Training records must be maintained for 3 years. Each sign in sheet must have the date,
training topic, instructors name, the names of attendees and their job title as well as the
attendees signature verifying attendance.
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The Safety Office has developed checklists to use when conducting inspections at our
facilities. These checklists are also used by sites to conduct self inspections to verify &
document compliance or areas needing response actions to regain compliance.
Labeling is required for all containers, regardless of the contents. Unlabeled containers
pose safety hazards to students & staff and are a violation of several codes.
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